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re we past “peak gold”?
Few  investors  would  even  understand  this 
question.  By  the  time you  finish  this  issue, 

you’ll  not  only  understand  the  question,  you’ll 
know  the  shocking  truth  about  global  gold 
reserves…  the  shockwave  that’s  going  to hit  the 
markets  once  this  truth  gets  out…  and  the 
staggering implications for gold prices.

Strong  words?  Absolutely!  But  I’ll  back  up 
everything I’ve said.

Before we get  to the exciting part, though, we 
need  some background.  So bear with me while  I 
cover some basics.

Peak Oil and Gold

“Peak gold” is a concept that comes (indirectly) 
out of the oil industry. It all started with M. King 

Hubbert—a man who worked for Shell Oil back in 
the 1950s.

In 1956, Hubbert stood up at a meeting of the 
American Petroleum Institute and  predicted  that 
US  oil  production  would  rise  every  year  for 
another  14  or  15  years.  At  that  point,  it  would 
peak  and  start  to  fall.  It  would  fall  inexorably 
afterward, and would never recover again.

At  the time,  this  seemed absurd. The United 
States was the world leader in oil production, and 
had  been  so  for  almost  a  century.  Hubbert  was 
ridiculed by his colleagues.

Nevertheless,  he  was  dead-on  accurate.  In 
1970, US oil production peaked, and  it has fallen 
ever since. Since then, US annual production has 
fallen  by  about  650  million  barrels,  and  it  gets 
worse every year.

Hubbert’s  reasoning  was  simple.  When 
exploring for oil, all the oil that’s easy to find will 
be  found  first.  Discoveries  increase  on  an 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exponential  curve,  flattening  out  as  discoveries 
become  more  difficult.  Since  no  country  has  an 
infinite amount of oil,  discoveries  will  eventually 
peak.  Afterwards,  they  fall  along  a  declining 
exponential curve. Ultimately, discovery will be a 

symmetrical bell-shaped  curve, and  the peak will 
occur in the middle.

Similarly,  production  will  also  follow  a  bell-
shaped  curve.  (It’s  delayed  when  compared  to 
discoveries, reflecting the average time between a 
new deposit  being found and  a well  being drilled 
to  extract  it.  But  the  curve—and  the  peak—are 
just as inevitable.)

US  production  peaked  in  1970,  but  world 
production  continued  to  rise.  However,  many 
analysts (including me) think we might be at  the 
global  peak  right  now.  We’ll  know  for  sure  in 
another couple of years. 

The  important  thing  is  this.  Peak  oil  doesn’t 
mean we’ve run out of oil. On the contrary—we’ve 
only gone through about half our total supply.

But it does mean that all the cheap oil is gone. 
The first half was the easy half. From here, every 
drop  gets harder  and  more  expensive  to extract. 
Not  only  that,  it  comes  out  of  the  ground  more 
slowly (for reasons we don’t need to discuss here).

Add  it  all  up,  and  you have declining  supply 
(remember,  it  falls  every  year),  while  demand 
continues  to  increase.  That  means  prices  will 
skyrocket.  And  that’s  why  in  this  issue,  we’re 
asking…

Have We Reached “Peak” Gold?

“Peak” gold refers to the same phenomenon as 
oil, applied to the yellow metal. 

Just like oil,  gold  is a physical substance that 
must  be  extracted  from  the earth.  Although  the 
process  is  different,  the  exploration/discovery/
production  cycle  is  the  same.  Therefore,  a  peak 
will eventually occur.

Just  like  oil,  gold  has  only  a  finite  supply. 
We’re  not  going  to  run  out  anytime  soon—but 
once  the  peak  is  passed,  supply  decreases  every 
year while demand increases. 

Once that point is reached, prices go to the moon.

Thunder In The Distance

Like  the  rumblings  of  a  distant  oncoming 
thunderstorm, there have been many indications 
of  a  peak  in  gold  production.  Here’s  a  chart  of 
gold’s global mining supply.
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(source of supply charts: CPM Group)
Gold mining production peaked  in 1999. Since 

then, it has fallen by 19 percent.
What we don’t  yet know is whether this peak 

is  permanent.  It  appears  that way,  though.  One 
by one, all of the world’s top gold producers have 
peaked and started to fall (see below).

The biggest news here is South Africa. Thirty 
years  ago, this nation  supplied 74  percent  of  the 
world’s gold  all by itself.  Today that  number has 
plunged  to  13  percent.  In  absolute  terms,  its 
production is  less  than one-third  of what  it used 

to be. And it shrinks further every year.

The Largest Producers
Have All Peaked

Along  with  South  Africa,  the  world’s  largest 
producing  countries  are  the  US,  Canada,  and 
Australia.  Combined,  these  four  nations  alone 
account  for  45  percent  of  global  gold  mining 
production.  As  you  can  see  in  those  charts,  all 
four peaked a decade or more ago.

If gold supply is to recover, other nations must 
multiply their production. But that won’t happen.

Of  all  the  nations  with  significant  gold 
deposits,  the  top  four  (South  Africa,  the  US, 
Canada, and Australia) are the safest  in political 
terms.  All  the  other  countries  are  much  riskier 
places to mine for gold.

And that’s one of the main reasons why…

Production Elsewhere
Is In Serious Trouble
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During  the  recent  boom  in  commodities, 
mining  companies  raked  in  huge  profits  from 
their  international  operations:  not  only  in  gold, 
but other precious and base metals too.

Did  they  deserve  these  huge  windfalls? 
Absolutely.  They  took  huge  risks  and  invested 
huge  amounts  of  capital  to  find,  develop,  and 
extract  these natural  resources.  (See the  sidebar 
below for more on this.)

Nevertheless,  the  nations  where  their  mines 
were  located  have  been  outraged  by  foreign 
companies  profiting  from  “their”  gold,  silver, 
copper, and so on.

So these nations are starting to “nationalize” 
these assets.  They’re  revoking  mining  contracts, 
jacking  up  license  fees,  enacting  crushing  taxes, 
and even seizing mines outright.

Unsurprisingly,  this  is  crippling  further 
development.  For example,  Rio Tinto was  in  the 
middle of a $6 billion project in Guinea to develop 
the  world’s  largest  iron-ore  reserve—until  the 
government suddenly stripped away 50 percent of 
its mining rights.

In  Russia,  the government  has  threatened  to 
revoke  coal  mining  licenses  for  Arcelor-Mittal, 
which was considering trimming its work forces.

In  China,  the  government  has  arrested  Rio 
Tinto employees for “espionage,” placing pressure 
on  the  company  while  it  was  negotiating  iron 
prices with Chinese steel companies.

In Zimbabwe, the government is reviewing all 
mining  contracts  with  a  strict  “use  it  or  lose  it” 
deadline for international companies.

In  Zambia,  the  government  is  demanding  to 
double, or in some cases even triple, its ownership 
percentage in foreign-run mines.

In  South  Africa,  the  country’s  largest  trade 
union has  demanded  the government nationalize 
all mines.

And there are other examples besides these. 
As a result, the world’s mining companies are 

pulling  back from risky  operations. BHP Billiton 
is  cutting  its  operations  in  Russia  and  Africa. 
Xstrata  and  other  gold  companies  have 
abandoned  their plans to pursue precious metals 
in  Zimbabwe,  Tanzania,  Madagascar,  and  other 
places in Africa. And the list goes on.

Summary:  while  production  in  the  “safe” 
countries  is  plunging, production elsewhere can’t 
be boosted to compensate.

Nevertheless,  you  might  be  wondering:  as 
gold’s  price  rises,  production  should  naturally 

Modern mining  is  very capital-intensive.  It 
can  take millions  or  even billions of dollars  to 
develop  a  new  mine,  which  ultimately  might 
not  have  the  mineral  reserves  the  company 
expects. 

In  remote  locations,  the  mining  company 
often  has  to  construct  new  roads  to  the  site 
before  development  can  even  begin.  This  can 
involve  logging,  grading  roadways,  even 
constructing  bridges  across  canyons  and 
ravines.

Once the  site  is  accessible,  the heavy work 
begins.  Remote  locations  often  require  on-site 
housing  for  workers.  Along  with  the  housing 
itself,  this means wells must be drilled, sewage 
containment must be planned and  built, power 
plants  must  be  constructed,  and  a  variety  of 
other  facilities  must  be  created  (hospital,  food 
storage and preparation, and so on). 

And  this  doesn’t  include  the  infrastructure 
necessary  to  support  the  mine,  including 
maintenance  and  repair  facilities  for  vehicles 

and equipment, ore-processing facilities, and so 
on. 

It’s  not  unusual  for  an  entire  town  to  be 
created  from  scratch  when  a  mine  is  being 
built.

Then the mine itself must be created. For an 
open-pit  mine,  tens or even hundreds of feet  of 
earth must be moved to expose the ore deposits. 
For a hardrock mine, mine shafts must be sunk 
and  reinforced,  ventilation  and  elevator 
systems  must  be  built,  lighting  and  electrical 
power systems must be installed, and usually a 
water-removal  system  is  necessary  as  well  (to 
prevent groundwater from flooding the mine).

In  extreme  cases,  mining  companies  must 
also create entire transportation networks. For 
example,  in Guinea,  Rio Tinto had  to  build  a 
new cross-country rail  line and  a new shipping 
port to bring its newly mined iron to market. 

Note  that  all  of  these  expenses  must  be 
borne before the first ounce of metal or mineral 
can be sold.

Why Mining is So Risky
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increase. After all, deposits that are non-economic 
at  lower prices start  being worked once the price 
rises high enough.

That’s  an  excellent  question,  But  before  we 
discuss it, we must look at an incredible piece of news…

Shocking Report 
Rocks the Gold Industry

Metals  Economics  Group  is  a  research  and 
data  firm  that  covers  the  mining  and  mineral 
exploration industry.

Earlier  this  year,  they  quietly  released  a 
report  on gold  that  has  sent  shock waves  across 
the analyst community. They tried to put a happy 
face on  it,  but  the  numbers  portray  an  industry 
going into freefall.

Here’s a graph that summarizes the data:

The  line  shows  the  money  spent  on  gold 
exploration.  Unsurprisingly,  exploration  fell 
sharply during the bear market of the late 1990s 
and early 2000s. It has since recovered to an all-
time high, up over $3.1 billion.

For a normal  commodity—one that  hasn’t yet 
peaked—we  would  see  that  all  this  new 
exploration  would  results  in  lots  of  new 
discoveries. But that’s not what we see here.

Instead,  as  shown  by  the  dark  bars,  new 
discoveries have plunged.

Over the last 10 years, even 
while exploration has almost tripled,

new gold discoveries have 
plummeted by 90 percent!

This is the classic sign of a peaked commodity. 
The  large,  easy-to-find  deposits  were  all 

discovered  long  ago.  Now  exploration  is  getting 
more and more difficult and expensive, while the 
size  and  quality  of  new  finds  are  dropping 
exponentially.

We’ve  seen  this  process  unfold  in  a  different 
commodity:  oil. Let’s compare the two industries, 
to get  some insight about what  lies ahead  for the 
gold market.

Here  are  the  indicators  of  a  peaking 
commodity,  as  recently  demonstrated  by both  oil 
and gold.

Supply  no  longer  responds  to  price 
increases. Oil’s price tripled from 2005 to 2008—
but production went up  less  than 1 percent. Over 
the  last  decade,  gold’s  price  quadrupled,  but 
mining supply fell by 19 percent.

Production  costs  rise.  Many  new  oil 
discoveries  (such  as  deep-water  deposits  and 
Canadian oil  sands) are unprofitable when oil  is 
below $80.  So why  are  oil  companies  looking  in 
such  expensive  locations?  Because  all  the  cheap 
oil is gone. 

In  gold,  production  costs  are  soaring  as  well. 
The Metals Economics Group reported  this about 
the largest gold  companies:  “The group’s average 
annual  cost  of  producing  and  replacing  gold—
incorporating operating costs, capital costs of new 
mines,  sustaining  capital  costs  at  existing 
operations, and reserves replacement costs—more 
than  doubled  over  the  past  decade…  Only  a 
tripling of gold  prices  from the  lows  of the early 
2000s  to  an  average  of  $872/oz  in  2008  has 
prevented a  financial  meltdown  like that  seen in 
the base metals sector.”

Exploration  produces  diminishing 
returns. Thanks to the peak, most oil exploration 
efforts  lose money  today.  Energy  companies  still 
find new deposits, but most of the ones they find 
are worth less than the money spent to find them. 
That’s  why  companies  like  Exxon  Mobil  are 
buying back stock and  issuing huge dividends to 
investors  instead of using the money  to find new 
deposits.  They’re  admitting  that  their  core 
mission (producing and selling energy) is failing.

This  is also true  for  gold.  The previous  chart 
showed how new discoveries have plummeted. As 
it  turns  out,  the true picture is even worse than 
the chart shows. 

The  chart  shows  discoveries  as  a  three-year 
average.  This  covers  up  the  fact  that  the  most 
recent  years  have  been  a  disaster.  In  fact,  the 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report  (which was released  in mid-2009) contains 
a footnote that admits…

“At the time of writing, 
no significant gold discoveries 
could be attributed to 2008.”

This  collapse  in  new  discoveries  has  two 
further implications, which we’ve also seen before 
in oil.

Companies  are  not  replacing  their 
reserves.  I’ve  documented  extensively  in  GEA 
how  most  of  the  major  oil  companies  are  not 
replacing all the oil  they pump out of the ground. 
They’re  able  to  find  some,  but  not  100  percent. 
(They  obscure  this  by  announcing  natural  gas 
discoveries as “barrels of oil equivalent.”) 

Gold companies are having the same problem. 
Quoting  Metals  Economics  Group  again: 
“Globally,  62  significant  discoveries  (each 
containing  at  least  2  million  oz  of  gold  in  total 
reserves and resources) have been reported so far 
in  the  1997-2007  period.  These  discoveries 
contain  a  potential  377  million  oz  of  gold  in 
anticipated  recoverable  reserves—less  than  half 
of  the  estimated  world  gold  mine  production 
during the same period” (emphasis added).

Companies  mask  th is  fa i lure  by 
acquiring  other  companies.  In  the  energy 
industry,  when  a  large  company  acquires  a 
smaller one, the large one’s reserves “grow” by the 
amount that the smaller one used to own. 

Investors  who  aren’t  paying  close  attention 
are reassured.  It  looks  like the  large company  is 
replacing its reserves and even growing them over 
time. 

But  this  is  an  illusion.  In  reality,  the  total 
energy available  to  the market  continued  to  fall 
as  old  reserves were produced  and  not  replaced. 
To  create  these  “new”  reserves,  no  new  energy 
was  found.  Existing  energy  just  changed 
ownership.

The  same thing  is  happening  in  gold.  Here’s 
the Metals Economics Group report one last time: 
“Although,  as  a  group,  the  major  producers 
successfully  replaced  almost  twice  their  total 
production over  the past  ten  years,  almost  all  of 
these  reserves  additions  were  achieved  through 
acquisitions or by upgrading resources at existing 
projects and mines, and  not  through finding new 
significant discoveries” (emphasis added).

Indeed,  as  we  saw  earlier,  “no  significant 
discoveries” occurred all last year.

We see that just as oil has peaked, gold looks 
the same. But there’s one last factor to consider…

The Key Difference
Between Peak Oil and Peak Gold

Gold has a secondary source of supply that oil 
does  not.  Recycling of scrap  gold and  old  jewelry 
provides  an  additional  source  of  supply  beyond 
mining production.

Indeed, this is the only thing that has kept the 
gold market stable as mining production has plunged.

We see that secondary supply has  risen to fill 
the shortfall  created  by  sliding  mine production. 
If it hadn’t, we’d probably be at $2,500 gold already.

But how long can secondary supply keep gold’s 
price down?  There  are  several  reasons  to  expect 
that it can’t do so for much longer.

Secondary  supply  must  keep  growing. 
Scrap  supply  is  already at  sky-high  levels,  but  it 
has  to  keep  growing  to  compensate  for  falling 
mining  production.  Otherwise,  gold’s  net  supply 
will  fall and the full  impact of “peak gold” will hit 
the markets. 

The  required  growth  rate  is  unsus-
tainable. Scrap supply has doubled in the last 10 
years.  (And  even  at  this  high  growth  rate,  gold 
prices  still  quadrupled.)  But  scrap  supply  can’t 
grow  forever.  It’s  already  half  of  overall  supply. 
At the current rate, it would be 100 percent of the 
market in 9-10 years—which is ridiculous.

There’s  only  so  much  scrap  left  to 
recycle. In this decade alone, 292 million ounces 
have already been melted down and recycled into 
the market. 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Nobody knows how much is  left,  but  it  seems 
clear  that  the  amount  of  scrap  coming  back  to 
market can’t keep growing every year.

‘Do-Loops’  are  absorbing  scrap  supply. 
CPM Group recently reported on a sharp increase 

continued on page 10

In  Update  #758,  we  issued  a  new 
recommendation  for  Hess  Corporation  (symbol 
HES),  for  the GEA  2  Portfolio.  We  sold  short 
the Nov. $50 put (symbol IGGWJ).

In  Update #760,  we  issued  instructions  for 
subscribers  who  sold  calls  on  Pioneer  Natural 
Resources  (PXD), Occidental  Petroleum  (OXY),  
Devon  Energy  (DVN),  and  Forest  Oil  Corp. 
(FST). On PXD, we rolled up the Oct. $25 calls 
(PXDJE) to the Nov. $30 calls (PXDKF), selling 
two contracts  for GEA2. On OXY, we rolled  up 
the  Oct.  $65  calls  (OXYJM)  to  the  Nov.  $70 
calls (OXYKN). On DVN, we rolled up our Oct. 
$60  calls  (DVNJL)  to  the  Nov.  $60  calls 
(DVNKL). On FST, we rolled up our Oct. $17.50 
calls (FAHJW) to the Nov. $17.50 calls (FAHKW).

In  Update #761,  we  issued  instructions  for 
subscribers  who  sold  calls  on  Energy 
Exploration  and  Production  ETF  (XOP),  XTO 
Energy  (XTO),  Apache  Corp.  (APA),  and 
Talisman Energy (TLM). On XOP, we rolled up 
the Oct. $35 calls (XOAJI) to the Nov. $37 calls 
(XOAKK). On  XTO, we  rolled  up  the Oct.  $41 
calls  (XJVJO)  to  the Nov.  $41  calls  (XJVKO). 
On  APA,  we  rolled  up  the  Oct.  $100  calls 
(APAJT)  to  the Nov.  $105  calls  (APAKA).  On 
TLM,  we  rolled  up  the  Oct.  $12.50  calls 
(TLMJV) to the Nov. $15 calls (TLMKC). 

In  Update #762,  we  issued  instructions  for 
subscribers who sold calls on Noble Corp. (NE), 
Suncor  Energy  (SU),  Sandridge  Energy  (SD), 
and ATP Oil  & Gas  (ATPG). On NE, we rolled 
up  the Oct.  $36  calls  (NEJD)  to  the  Nov.  $36 
calls (NEKD). On SU, we rolled up the Oct. $32 
calls  (SXHJK)  to  the Nov.  $33  calls  (SXHKR). 
On  SD,  we  rolled  up  the  Oct  $12.50  calls 
(SDJV)  to  the  Nov.  $12.50  calls  (SDKV).  On 
ATPG,  we  rolled  up  the  Oct.  $12.50  calls 
(HKUJV) to the Nov. $15.00 calls (HKUKC).

In  Update #764,  we  issued  instructions  for 
subscribers  who  sold  these  options:  XOAVG, 
KWKVG,  PVXVA,  PXDVE,  DNRVC,  FAHVC, 
EACVG,  SXHVK,  AZWVK,  OXYVN,  DVNVL, 
and GQIJD. We let the options expire, and kept 
the premiums of approximately $1,655.

I n  U p d a t e  # 7 6 5 ,  w e  i s s u e d  a 
recommendation  for  the  GEA  2  portfolio.  We 
sold  short  the  $43  November  puts  on  XTO 
Energy (put symbol XJVWQ).

In Update #766, we noted that our option on 
Quicksilver  Resources  (the  October  $12.50, 
KWKJV) was exercised. Our return was 79.6%.

In  Update #769, we  covered  our  hedges  on 
Devon  Energy  (DVN) and Apache Corp  (APA). 
On DVN, we bought to close the Nov.  $60 calls 
(DVNKL). We had  sold  for  $10.30,  and  bought 
for $6.80. On APA, we bought to close the Nov. 
$105 calls (APAKL). We had sold for $3.10, and 
bought for $.40.

In  Update  #770,  we  sold  short  puts  on 
Devon  Energy  (DVN),  Encore  Acquisition 
(EAC),  Suncor  Energy  (SU),  and  Anadarko 
Petroleum  (APC).  On  DVN,  we  sold  the  Nov. 
$65 puts (DVNWM). On EAC, we sold  the Dec. 
$40  puts  (EACXH).  On  SU,  we  sold  the Nov. 
$32  puts  (SXHWK). On APC, we sold  the Nov. 
$60 puts (AZWWL).

In  Update  #771,  we  issued  a  recom-
mendation  on  EOG  Resources  (EOG).  We 
bought shares, and also sold short the Nov. $80 
put (EOGWP).

In  Update #772, we  covered  our  hedges  on 
XOP,  Talisman  Energy  (TLM),  Occidental 
Petroleum (OXY),  and Suncor Energy  (SU). On 
XOP, we bought to close the Nov. $37 (XOAKK). 
We  sold  for  $5.80,  and  bought  at  $2.45.  On 
TLM,  we  bought  to  close  the  Nov.  $15 
(TLMKC).  We  sold  for  $4.20,  and  bought  for 
$2.05. On OXY, we bought to close the Nov. $70 
(XOAKK).  We  sold  for  $12.00,  and  bought  for 
$6.50. On SU, we bought  to close the Nov.  $33 
(SXHKR). We sold for $5.80, and bought for $1.40.

In Update #773, we added to our position on 
Denbury  Resources  (DNR).  We  sold  short  the 
Dec. $12.50 puts (DNRXV).

In  Update  #775,  we  made  new  recom-
mendations  for  Bill  Barrett  Corp.  (BBG)  and 
Quicksilver Resources (KWK). On BBG, we sold 
short the Nov. $30 puts (BBGWF). On KWK, we 
sold short the Jan. $12.50 puts (KHPMV).

Portfolio Update
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recious metals are going berserk. Gold has 
shattered its price records and set a series of 

new highs. And silver is in a rip-roaring bull 
market, up 74.7 percent in just 12 months. 

Not only that, our leaders in Washington are 
planning to double our already monstrous $12 
trillion debt. Once the magnitude of their folly 
hits the markets, investors will abandon the 
dollar, and !ee to assets with inherent value—
especially precious metals.

And within precious metals, there’s a certain 
sector that’s about to get even hotter than the 
others. In my opinion, this is one of the best 
possible ways to invest in gold and silver today. 
You can get massive leverage to the price of the 
metals themselves. I’m talking about…

Ancient Gold and Silver Coins
As a rare coin collector and dealer since the 

mid 1960's I can tell you "rst-hand about the 
leverage that’s available in coins. I've personally 
seen and enjoyed pro"ts of 1000 percent, 3000 
percent, even 10,000 percent by getting in early 
on quality rare coins.

And today I see a great opportunity: ancient 
coins. #ese rare historical treasures have 
histories stretching back to the Byzantine 
Empire… the Roman Empire… even ancient 
Greece. #eir inherent value is obvious.

However, until recently, Ancients required 
special expertise. Unless you were an expert at 
properly grading and evaluating a coin, you could 
lose a lot of money. So most collectors and 
investors stayed away.

Now that’s all changed. Last year, NGC 
(Numismatic Guaranty Corporation) started 
grading ancient coins. #eir coin experts provide 
objective third-party certi"cations for the market.

#is promises to revolutionize the market. In 
fact, we’ve seen this happen before. #e market in 
rare US coins exploded in size when NGC and 
other services started certifying coins. Before 
certi"cation became widespread, an investor had 
to be a rare-coin expert, and closely scrutinize 
each coin he or she wanted to buy. Today, coins 

are routinely bought and sold sight-unseen, even 
internationally! #e market is far more liquid, and 
far more active.

As I said, I expect the Ancient coin market to 
balloon in size, thanks to this new development. 
(See my special May 2008 issue of Gold & Energy 
Advisor on Ancients.)

So Rare, They Belong in Museums
#ere’s one more reason I love Ancients. 

Many silver and gold ancient coins in Almost-
Uncirculated and Mint-State condition are so 
rare, they belong in museums. I’m talking about 
incredibly beautiful coins up to 2,000 years old, 
or more. Yet they can sell for less than $5,000… 
$3,000… even $1,000 per coin.

And that brings us to a very small number of 
unique Ancients that just became available.

The Rise of Christianity
I’ve managed to obtain just 12 sets of some 

remarkable ancient silver coins. #e inherent 
value of this "ve-coin set is increased even 
further by their fascinating role in history—
issued by the men who ruled Rome as it 
transformed from a dying pagan Empire to the 
vibrant Christian civilization of Byzantium, 
which lasted for another thousand years.

#e "rst coin was issued by Diocletian. #is 
infamous Emperor attained the throne in 
AD 284, when the 
Roman Empire was 
s p l i n t e r e d a n d 
a n a r c h i c . B y 
sheer force of 
will and an iron-
"sted rule, he 
p u l l e d t h e 
Empire together, 
but then radically 
t ransformed the 
g o v e r n m e n t . H e 
recognized that the 
Empire had grown too 
large for one man to 

A 21st Century Bull Market Meets an 
Ancient Roman Emperor        by James DiGeorgia

P

Diocletian, Emperor of Rome
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rule, and established a Tetrarchy 
(“leadership of four”). Today his 
political achievements are 
overshadowed by his murder-
ous persecution of Christians.

#e second coin was issued 
by Maximian, the ferocious 
general whom Diocletian 
appointed as his Augustus (co-
emperor). While Diocletian 
attended to political matters, 
Maximian crushed multiple 
revolts within the Empire and 
fought multiple armies of 
foreigners as well. Known for 
his cruelty, he often destroyed 
the homelands of his enemies 
in scorched-earth campaigns, 
leaving entire populations to 
die from starvation and disease.

#e third coin depicts 
Galerius, who ruled as Caesar 
( j u n i o r e m p e ro r ) u n d e r 
Diocletian and Maximian. 
While Maximian was cruel to 
his enemies, Galerius wreaked 
murderous havoc on his own 
citizens. Galerius was the 
p r i m a r y a r c h i t e c t o f 
Diocletian’s savage Great 
Persecution against Christians. 
A f t e r h i s e l e v a t i o n t o 
Augustus, he died of a horribly 
gruesome disease, which was 
v i e wed by many a s the 
vengeance of the Christian God.

#e fourth coin depicts the 
fourth ruler of the Tetrarchy, 
Constantius. An accomplished 
soldier, he "rst ruled as Caesar, 
then as Augustus.

#e "fth and "nal coin in 
the set came from Constantine 
the Great (shown to the right). When his father 
Constantius died in 306, Constantine replaced 
him as Augustus, beginning a twenty-year period 
of civil wars and assassination attempts. While 
leading his army into battle in 312, 

Constantine saw a vision of a 
cross with this message: “In 
this sign you will conquer.” His 
v ictor y that day and in 
following battles convinced 
him that he had been aided by 
the Christian God, whom he 
began to worship. He then 
moved his capitol from Rome 
to Byzantium, founding the 
Byzantine Empire—the great 
Christian civilization which 
would last another 1,000 years.

Invest in Individual Coins, 
or Collect Them All

Because of the incredible 
rarity of the Galerius issue, 
only 12 full sets of these 
beautiful coins are available. 
We have a few individual 
specimens of the other coins as 
well. #ey will all disappear 
quickly. 

To request price information 
or to reserve your Ancient 
Roman Silver Argentei, call my 
rare coin specialists at Finest 
Known toll-free:

1-866-697-4653

There is no guarantee these coins will increase in value. 
See our disclosure about the risks of coin investing at 
www.FinestKnown.com.

These ancient Roman argentei (silver 
coins) have been graded and certified 
by Numismatic Guaranty Corporation. 
Two coins from the five-coin set are 
shown here.

http://WWW.FINESTKNOWN.COM
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in  “do-loops.”  This  describes  a  growing  practice 
where jewelers  buy gold  from  refiners and  make 
low-end  jewelry.  They  then  sell  it  back  to  the 
refiners, who melt  it  down  into bullion, which  is 
then resold to the jewelers to make more jewelry. 

This  procedure  seems  crazy,  but  there’s  a 
reason  for  it.  By  doing  this,  the  refiners  and 
manufacturers  are  able  to  reap  a  windfall  in 

subsidies  and  tax  benefits  from  various 
governments.  (Do-loops  are  currently  prevalent 
between Mumbai and Dubai. There’s another big 
loop  from  China  to  Hong  Kong  to  Taiwan,  and 
back again.)

As  this  practice  grows,  it  absorbs  gold  and 
curtails  scrap  supply.  The metal  is  taken off  the 
market, as it circulates in an endless loop.

As gold prices rise, won’t mining supply rise 
too? 

After  all,  for  most  mined  commodities 
(copper, zinc, nickel,  and  so on),  as their prices 
rise,  most  mines  increase  production.  Their 
marginal  deposits  become  profitable  at  the 
higher prices, so the mine can produce more.

However,  gold  is  not  a  typical  commodity. 
Even  as  it  rises  to  $2,500  or  even  $5,000, 
mining production won’t rise as strongly as you 
might expect. Here’s why.

High-concentration  gold  deposits  are  rare 
today.  After  4,000  years  of miners  digging  for 
gold, the highest-grade deposits were exhausted 
long ago.

Today,  gold  mines  usually  work  deposits 
where the gold  is  in the parts per million. The 
metal  exists  only  as  invisible  particles.  To  the 
eye, the ores look like ordinary, worthless rocks.

This  means  that  tons  of  rock  must  be 
blasted from the earth, moved to a mill, crushed 
and ground up, and treated with acid solutions, 
just  to  extract  tiny  quantities  of  the  precious 
metal.

Milling  and  treating  are  complicated, 
expensive operations. (This has gotten worse as 
environmental  regulations  have  restricted  the 
use of cyanide and  other dangerous chemicals.) 
Therefore,  gold  mines  tend  to  have  smaller 
mills  that  run  at  full  capacity,  rather  than 
paying for expensive capacity that  can’t always 
be used.

Now  consider  that  typical  gold  mining 
executives want to extract  every possible ounce 
from their mines. Most miners aren’t driven by 
short-term profits;  they  love  the yellow metal, 
are  bullish  on  its  prospects,  and  want  to 
properly  steward  the  rare  golden  resources 
they’ve managed to discover inside the earth.

As gold prices rise and fall, various deposits 
in a mine become economic or non-economic to 
extract. To keep  his mine operating as  long  as 
possible, a typical  executive will  try to save the 
highest-grade  ores  for  the  future,  for  two 
reasons. 

First,  churning  through  a  mine  to  get  its 
highest-grade ores often makes the lower-grade 
material  non-economic.  So  the  mine  gets 
abandoned  with  a  lot  of  gold  left  in  it.  (For 
many miners, this thought is too painful to even 
contemplate.)

Second,  the  high-grade  deposits  will  be 
profitable  at  a  wide  range  of  gold  prices.  But 
deposits  that  are  modestly  profitable  today 
might not be profitable tomorrow if gold  prices 
fall. 

Therefore,  miners  tend  to  extract  the 
lowest-grade deposits possible at current prices. 
To keep shareholders happy, a little high-grade 
might be added to the mix to boost profits. But 
overall, most executives want to extract and sell 
every  ounce  they  can  from  the  deposits  they 
control. And  the best  way to do that  is  to shift 
production to lower-grade ores  as  they  become 
profitable when gold rises.

Why High Prices 
Can Sometimes 

Depress Gold Production

By  definition,  low-grade  ore  contains  more 
gangue  (waste  rock)  per  ounce  of  gold  than 
high-grade ore. 

But  as  we  saw  earlier,  gold  mines  tend  to 
have fixed capacities. They can only extract and 

Won’t Rising Prices Lift Mining Production?

continued on next page
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Scrap  recyclers are  already operating at 
full  capacity.  Gold  recycling  is  a  specialized 
business. You can’t just build a smelter and start 
pumping out gold bars—nobody would  buy them. 
The risk is too great. Without the seal of a trusted 
refiner,  a  bar  of  yellow  metal  would  have  no 
guarantee of purity and would not be accepted on 
world exchanges.

Therefore, scrap recycling can only be done by 
a  trusted,  established  refiner.  But  these  are  all 
operating  at  full  capacity.  For  example,  Argor-
Heraeus  in  Switzerland  is  cranking  out  400 
metric  tons of gold  per year.  They’re operating  3 
shifts, 24 hours per day. One of its executives told 
an  industry  journal,  "I  have  been  in  the  gold 
business  for  30  years  and  I  have  never 
experienced  anything  like  this…We  cannot  cope 
with demand."

How  then  can  scrap  supply  increase 
significantly  from  here?  It  would  seem  that  it 
can’t.

One Last Chance

Without  a  continual  growth  in  secondary 
supply, there’s only one more potential  source for 
gold  supply:  sales  of  gold  by  investors, 
governments, and  central  banks. But  this  source 
has all but dried up.

In  fact,  it’s  sharply  reversing  itself  into  a 
source  of  demand!  For  example,  there’s  this 
breaking news item…

India Buys 
200 Metric Tons of Gold

The  Reserve  Bank  of  India  (the  country’s 
central  bank) has bought 200 metric  tons of gold 
from  the  International  Monetary  Fund.  That’s 
half  of  the  403.5  metric  tons  that  the  IMF  was 
planning to sell.

This  gold  is  gone,  vacuumed  off  the  market. 
Note  that  India  didn’t  buy  this  gold  to  resell  it 
again  later.  It  bought  it  to  keep  it  as  foreign 
reserves.

(Rumors are now swirling about the other half 
of the  IMF  sale.  An  analyst  with Commerzbank 
AG is expecting China to take it.)

There are far-reaching implications here. This 
isn’t  just  a  vote of confidence for gold.  It’s also a 
vote  of  no-confidence  in  the  dollar.  As  the  Wall 
Street Journal noted, “Central banks  in emerging 
markets  are  diversifying  their  foreign  reserves 
into  hard  assets,  as  the  US  dollar  continues  to 
depreciate.”

This  also  provides  ‘official’  endorsement  of 
high gold prices. India bought at about $1,045 per 
ounce.

(more  importantly)  mill  and  treat  so  much 
ore at a time.

Therefore,  as a mine processes more low-
grade ore, its output of gold decreases. Once a 
mine  is  operating  at  maximum  capacity,  it 
can’t  process  a  higher  volume  of  ore  to 
compensate  for  the  lower  amount  of  gold  it 
contains.

This  doesn’t  mean  its  profits  decrease. 
Remember,  the  smaller  volume  of  metal  is 
being  sold  at  higher  prices.  But  as  mining 
companies  shift  production  to  lower-grade 
ores,  less  gold  is  being  supplied  to  the 
market. 

Thus the paradox:  higher gold  prices can 
mean lower gold production.

Of course,  not  all  mining  executives  run 
their  operations  this  way.  Many  are  short-
sighted  and  chase  short-term  profits,  even 
though  this  damages  their  long-term 
prospects.  That’s  why  rising  prices  tend  to 
push  production  up  (at  least  they  used  to, 
before gold peaked).

Nevertheless,  it’s  not  as  strong  of  an 
effect  as  you  might  expect.  And  for  those 
analysts who say rising gold prices will result 
in  a  ballooning  of  mining  supply,  consider 
this:

As gold’s price quadrupled 
in the last decade,

its mining supply fell
by 19 percent.

That’s all the proof we need  to show that 
a  rising  price  will  not  necessarily  increase 
supply. It hasn’t  done so for the last decade, 
so why would it suddenly start now?

continued from previous page
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This  is  the biggest  central  bank purchase for 
at  least  30  years.  To  find  anything  comparable, 
we’d  need  to  look  back  to  the  US  government’s 
purchases in the 1930s and 1940s.

As James Moore 
(the London analyst

for TheBullionDesk.com) 
commented, “Central banks, 
rather than being net sellers, 
are now looking at becoming 

net buyers.”

When a source of supply switches to becoming 
a  source  of  demand,  that’s  a  huge  shift  in  the 
market.

Analysts now expect  other countries  to follow 
India’s  lead.  For example, since 2003, China  has 
expanded  its  reserves  by  76  percent,  and  has 
talked about buying more. 

Russia  and  Brazil  are  also rumored  to  be  in 
the market for large amounts of bullion.

Analysts Predict 
Gold at $5,800

Investment  analysts  Mary Anne and  Pamela 
Aden  recently  published  a  fascinating  report. 
They compared the ongoing gold bull today to the 
gold bull of the 1970s.

According  to  their  analysis,  if  today’s  bull 
follows  the same  path  as  gold  did  from  1976  to 
1980, gold would hit $4,100 per ounce soon.

And  if  gold  today  repeated  its  performance 
over the entire decade of the 1970s, then it would 
hit $5,800.

Sound  outrageous?  Not  at  all.  As  the  Adens 
commented,  “With  today’s  bull  market  being  far 
more  global  in scope  compared  to  the 1970s,  we 
could eventually see these much higher gold price 
targets realized.”

If  gold  continues  to  spike  up  sharply,  this 
could very well attract broad market interest. For 
example,  only  about  0.4  percent  of  managed 
global assets are invested in gold. 

In  fact,  the  CEO  of  the  World  Gold  Council 
recently  predicted  this  could  “easily”  rise  to  1-2 
percent.

A Shrinking Window of 
Opportunity

As  I  write  this,  gold  is  blasting  up  to  new 
highs,  up  above  $1,100.  I  think  it  won’t  be  too 
long  before  gold  that’s  ‘only’  $1,100  will  be  a 
distant memory.

How  long  before  the  “peak  gold”  scenario 
ignites  the gold  market?  There  are  two ways  to 
look at  it:  from physical  reality,  or  from  investor 
sentiment.

Physically, we can look at the ongoing collapse 
of new gold discoveries, which started in 2000 and 
2001.  This  is  terrible  news  for  future  gold 
production.

However,  there’s  roughly  a  10-year  delay 
between a new gold discovery and the first  ounce 
coming to market. Therefore, the full impact of ‘no 
new  discoveries’  hasn’t  been  felt  yet.  We’re  still 
coasting  on  the  momentum  of  previous 
discoveries.

When will  it  hit  the markets? About 10 years 
after it started. In other words, 2010 and 2011.

Yes,  that’s  starting  next  year.  Twelve  to 
twenty-four months at the most.

Of course,  the market  won’t  necessarily wait 
for  the  physical  reality  to  manifest.  Like  any 
other market, gold’s price can be driven up purely 
by  investor  sentiment. And  once  the truth about 
peak  gold  gets  out,  investors  might  “buy  the 
rumor”  and  stampede  into  gold  even  before  the 
actual physical impact hits.

Just  think  of  peak  oil.  In  a  short  period  of 
time,  it  went  from  being  considered  a  wacko 
nutjob  idea  to  a  serious  model  for  explaining 
market behavior. And  oil went  up by almost  500 
percent in just four years!

Of course, peak oil  is  old  news now. But peak 
gold is only understood by industry insiders—so far.

Once this story breaks to the broader market, 
I  think it will  light  a  rocket under gold’s  price.  I 
expect this to be one of the biggest stories in gold 
over the next 12-18 months. 

You heard it here first!


